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Petit Vriens
Petit Vriens is a fairly simple dance from Domenico.  It is for three people
-- it can be done with a man and two ladies or two men and one lady.  The
music has been notated by Monica Cellio in fairly quick 6/8 time, which
means that one Piva takes one bar of the music, while a doppio takes two
bars (or one bar of 6/4).

Part 1 (Piva) 1 - 16 Pv x 16 Start with sixteen tempi of Piva, leading
in and around the hall.

Part 2 (Piva) 17 - 20 Pv x 4 The front person leads forwards with
four pive.

21 - 24 Pv x 4 The second person follows.
25 - 28 Pv x 4 The third person follows.

Part 3 (Piva) 29 - 30 DL The first person goes forwards with a
double on the left foot.

31 - 32 DL The second person follows.
33 - 34 DL The third person follows.
35 - 36 RvL The first person turns to face the

second person, and does a riverenza on
the left foot.

37 - 38 RvL The second person turns to face the
first person, and does a riverenza on the
left foot.

39 - 40 RvL The third person moves around to form
the third point of a triangle with the
other two people, faces the second
person and does a riverenza.  They all
finish by doing a quick riverenza
together.

Part 4 (Piva) 41 - 42 DLb All walk backwards with a double on
the left foot.

43 - 44 DR All walk forwards back to meet with a
double on the right foot.

45 - 46 RpL All move to the left with a ripresa.
47 - 48 RpR VtL All move to the right with a ripresa, and

finish with a volta tunda around to the
left.


